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The model input for each material was a list of the atoms in the material’s
unit cell and their positions. This information is not a suitable feature set
for machine learning, as positions are degenerate in coordinate axis.
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Performance of the feature encodings

neural nets have depth 1, width 10; random forests have 200 trees

Random forest regressor development
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Pipeline: the regression stage operated only on predicted nonmetals from the
classification stage. Both stages used a one-hot element encoding as features.
A tuned random forest classifier was chosen for the 1st stage, and a tuned
neural network (ReLU activation; linear output) for the 2nd stage.
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Data set: JARVIS Density
Functional Theory database
of 3D materials (14752 nonmetals and 8703 metals)
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Energy Landscape of Silicon.
The band gap is shaded.

Features and Input Encoding
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Encoding

neural nets have depth 1, width 10; random forests have 500 trees

Challenges:
• Domain knowledge for feature
engineering
• Large space of possible materials
• diﬀering crystal structures
• diﬀering # of atoms/unit cell
• Size/consistency of available datasets
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Performance of the feature encodings

Neural net development

Encodings tested:
— One-hot representation of element
— One-hot representation of atomic group
— Coulomb Matrix
— Singular values of the Coulomb Matrix
— Coulomb matrix AND one-hot
representation of group
— Coulomb matrix augmented by its nondegenerate permutations
— Singular values of Coulomb matrix AND
one-hot representation of element
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Metrics: root mean square error (eV); median normalized error

RMS error (eV)
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Metrics: misclassification error; error under receiver operating curve
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Problem: A material’s electronic properties—and technological utility—
depend on its band gap. Band gaps are notoriously diﬃcult to compute
from first principles and computationally intense to approximate, so their
prediction represents a challenging yet consequential application for ML.
We set out to predict band gap size with only elemental composition
and atomic positions by training learning models on computationally
generated datasets.
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Introduction

Performance: following literature,
we used RMS error as a metric
for the regression stage
performance; we chose a neural
network accordingly. A random
forest regressor outperformed the
neural net in median normalized
error (0.318 versus 0.544) but had
higher RMS absolute error (0.948
eV versus 0.881 eV).
Small-gap insulators: nearly half
of the nonmetals in the dataset
had gaps between 0.01 eV and
0.1 eV. The classifier model
struggled with these materials;
removing them decreased the
misclassification error to 10.6%.

Feature encoding: the one-hot
representation of constituent elements in
compounds performed best in both stages.
A one-hot representation of element’s groups
performed well for classification but not for
regression. Physically, an atom’s group
determines its valance, which is important for
predicting its metallicity, whereas the gap
magnitude depends on the atomic number
(because of electric screening)—information
that the group encoding removes.
The Coulomb matrix’s singular values
contains this information, explaining why the
Coulomb matrix singular values + group onehot encoding performed reasonably well in
the regression stage.
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